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Goal

My goal is to broaden how you think about social media for your 
website or business, and to provide some inspiration for how you 
might use social media to amplify website SEO.



A bit about me



Hi, I’m Michelle!



About our business



Growing on Social Media



Content Strategy Shift



YouTube Strategy Shift



The Ultimate Caribbean Honeymoon Tour



Going Viral



The Incident



The Video

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1oEj5sAIO5hPOpNPjAbdiue4Zd6mxfw_O/preview


Going Viral





Backlinks



So what does this do for us?

This increases Google's perception of our website's authority, so our 
articles are more likely to show up higher in organic search.



TAKEAWAYS:

● Going viral on social media sounds great, but it doesn’t always 
translate to long-term business success, or money.

● If you do happen to go viral, turning it into PR and backlinks is 
ideal

● One note: Even though our video has more views on Instagram, 
and we have a bigger community on Instagram, all our news 
coverage came from TikTok. So, if you're not on tiktok yet, I'd 
recommend it!



Non-viral content for 
SEO



Using non-viral content for SEO



Using non-viral content for SEO



Results



Results



Which social platform 
should you focus on?



YouTube

● Great for search, increasing brand awareness, and improving 
website authority when video is embedded

● It has the biggest long-term payoff
● It takes the most time to create quality content for this platform, 

and has the biggest learning curve

Recommendation:

● If you’re just getting into YouTube content, take time learning 
SEO, thumbnail optimization, and make sure you’re providing 
real value (not just pretty footage)



TikTok

● This is where the fastest growth is, and the biggest opportunity 
to go viral 

● This is where news sites are crawling for content, which can lead 
to quality backlinks

● Linking customers to an external site is clunkier on this platform, 
so we are careful about what we post here vs. YouTube

Recommendation:

● The best way to get better on TikTok is practice. Be a user of the 
platform, as TikTok kind of has its own language to understand



Instagram & Facebook

● Both are good for marketing, branding, and fostering community 
and authority

● Most content is not long-lasting
● Not terribly great for long-term SEO
● Some people have success convert traffic manually through 

these platforms, but we haven’t done that personally



Final thoughts



There are many 
ways to create 
business value 
with social media



Thanks!
Any questions?
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